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Abstract: The Reliability Centred Maintenance strategy aims at deciding predictive 

maintenance tasks on process equipments. The approaches such as FMEA, HAZOP and 

FTA are most widely used analytical tools for identifying the predominant failure modes, 

failure causes and possible remedial measures thereof. The success of predictive 

maintenance program lies in raising an appropriate ‘Early Warning’ with the help of 

monitoring the condition of parameters of interest. Randomness of degradation, 

dependency of the failure causes, uncertain and insufficient data further complicate the 

estimation of failure probabilities. Process plant engineers always look for a practical and 

approximate solutions rather than an exact one that uses rigorous analytical models.  

In the present paper, to estimate the top event failure probability, the ‘Interval of 

Confidence’ of failure probabilities using fault tree analysis and simulation is proposed. 

The approach uses fuzzy theory, hence the failure probability may be called as Fuzzy Top 

Event Probability. Ease and robustness of the approach is demonstrated with condition 

monitoring data collected on large Electric Motors in an Integrated Steel Plant. This paper 

also highlights use of the results from the proposed approach to review the maintenance 

requirements of the equipment to strengthen the implementation of the RCM. 

Keywords: Failure event, failure mode, failure cause, fuzzy probability, interval of 

confidence, predictive maintenance, presumption level. 
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1. Introduction 

Reliability has become a paramount concern for any process industry at every stage of 

production right from product reliability to maintenance reliability. Maintenance is a 

multifarious activity of ensuring and achieving required reliability goals after equipment is 

put into operation in a complex process. Reliability Centered Maintenance (RCM) has 

been widely discussed in the literature and mostly centered on RCM propagated by 

Nowlan and Heap [1], and Moubray [2]. However, across the globe, the implementation of 

RCM in a process industry has not been accepted uniformly and the same has been 

discussed by various researchers [3-6]. The RCM strategy for process plant equipment 

concludes with scheduling of various kinds of maintenance tasks on the equipment mainly 

concerned with repair, replacement, discard and on-condition maintenance tasks etc. 

However, the selection of on-condition maintenance task is equipment specific for a given 

industry or plant. The crux of RCM is to avoid unwanted maintenance and optimize 

maintenance activities on given equipment under specified operating conditions. 

Therefore, identifying the crucial failure modes and their occurrence possibilities assumes 

high importance in implementation of RCM in any process industry. There are numerous 

techniques and decision support systems proposed by various researchers to select a 

suitable predictive maintenance strategy [7-9]. An extensive literature is also available for 

implementing Predictive Maintenance (PDM) in process and one can refer to [9-11], 

especially with a specific reference to condition monitoring methods for induction motors. 

In most of the approaches of PDM, the frequency of monitoring of condition indicating 

parameter is an important factor that depends on Potential – Functional (P-F) failure 

interval of the failure mode. Since the P-F interval itself is an abstract parameter, it is 

highly difficult to arrive at an optimum interval between two successive monitoring events. 

Normally, in most of the process industries, the frequency (daily, fortnightly or monthly) 

of monitoring is decided based on the equipment criticality and operating context and not 

based on failure modes criticality.   

The identification of failure modes and probable causes for a component failure is 

usually done by any one of methods like HAZOP, FMEA or Fault Tree Analysis (FTA). 

Even though these methods have some commonality and similarity, it is appropriate to 

conduct all these three analyses on the system simultaneously before finalizing the 

maintenance strategy in order to ensure that all possible failure modes and causes of 

abnormalities have been identified. This paper focuses on advantages of simultaneous 

failure analysis using these three methods and uses fuzzy probability to arrive at failure 

probabilities instead of using basic event point probabilities. It also considers the 

dependency of degradation on operating context instead of sub-systems inter-failure 

dependency.  

1.1 Taxonomy of Degradation and Failure Mode Analysis 

The degradation of equipment in a process industry is indirectly monitored with the help 

of condition indicating parameters.  The operating context in a process industry varies 

widely and hence the degradation of similar equipment under different operating contexts 

will also be different. Therefore, the maintenance activities required on the equipment 

operating under different operating context will also be different. In other words, while 

applying RCM methodology on specific equipment, consideration of operating context 

becomes vital, as it makes a totally different maintenance strategy for similar equipment in 

two different operating contexts. Table 1 shows a typical picture of condition monitoring 
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schemes of a simple water pump motor (185kW, 6.6kV, 1480 RPM, 11,000 M
3
/hr ) 

operating at two different operating scenario (OC1 and OC2) in a steel plant. 

The maintenance schemes shown in Table 1 are usually drawn based on maintenance 

engineer’s experience and manufacturer’s guidelines and/or, sometime based on 

equipment history; and is seldom done on the basis of failure occurrence probabilities. 

There is some pioneering work reported in the literature, where condition monitoring data 

was used for either developing an optimal maintenance strategy or failure rate modelling 

to estimate reliability [5, 6, 10-12]. However, these methods involve more of 

computational aspects, are empirical in nature and model driven. Another, aspect about the 

conventional methods is that the domain knowledge has been given least importance 

whereas more thrust has been given to sensitivity analysis and parametric validity, which 

tries to approximate a known distribution to model the random event.  

In Fig. 1, authors show the inter-relation of degradation trend with the variability of 

operating context and randomness of condition indicator level, which lead to uncertainty 

of failure occurrence. It can be observed from Fig. 1 that the P-F-Intervals can be equal in 

two different operating context in terms of time units (e.g., t1 - t0 = t1
1
 - t0

1
), but periodicity 

of monitoring and start/finish points will definitely differ and hence, there is a high 

possibility of missing the failure event prediction. It is amply clear that, as the system 

becomes more complex, identifying the failure modes and ranking them to prioritize 

monitoring strategy will also become more uncertain leading to a very ineffective 

predictive maintenance program [13]. 

Table 1: PDM of 185kW Water Pump Motor 

Operating Context  

(OC1)  

Operating Context 

(OC2) 

Continuous operation, 

Indoor, Ambient < 

50.0  
◦
C., Dust Free 

Intermittent Out 

Door, Ambient- 

Humid, Fluctuating 

Temp. Acidic  

Failure Mode 

Condition 

Indicating 

Parameter 

Frequency of Monitoring (Alert, Alarm Level) 
High Bearing 

Vibration 

Vibration Monthly (4.2, 7.1) Weekly (5.5, 9.1) 

High Bearing 

Temp. 

Temp. (◦C) Monthly ( 58.0 , 65.0) Weekly (65.0, 72.0) 

Rotor Bar Crack Rotor Bar (dB) Bi-Monthly (< 40, <30) Monthly 

Seal Leak Seal Condition Once 3 months Fortnightly 

High Load Current Load Current Monthly Fortnightly 

Decreased 

Performance  

Overhaul Freq. Once in 3 years Once in 2 years 

Corrosion Visual Inspection Not Applicable Monthly 

Seal Damage -Do- Not Applicable Monthly 

Cavitation Pressure/Flow Not Applicable Need Based 

Low 

Pressure/Flow 

Pressure/Flow Not Applicable Continuous 
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1.2  Methods for Failure Modes Identification 

For identifying the failure modes of complex systems employed in a process industry, the 

following three methods are widely used:  

1. Failure Mode and Effect Analysis (FMEA) 

2. Hazard Operability Studies (HAZOP)  

3. Fault Tree Analysis (FTA) 

An extensive coverage on these topics can be seen in many and readily available 

reliability text books such as [14] with respect to ‘Reliability’ and ‘Risk’. However, to 

arrive at a right set of failure modes for equipment, it is better to perform these three 

analyses to identify failure modes, which may not be possible to monitor through PDM 

techniques. The third approach, FTA can be used for both qualitative and quantitative 

analysis of system failure as a top event. For both dynamic and static systems FTA offers 

flexibility and robustness to conduct system failure analysis through the various logic 

gates.  Even though the system failure can be accurately modelled with logical 

combination of basic events in FTA, the final TEP may grossly differ from realistic 

probability due to inconsistent/inaccurate basic event probabilities. 

Therefore, instead of losing the entire essence of analysis with purely point estimates 

of basic event probabilities, fuzzy set theory offers tools that could model imprecision in 

input failure probabilities along with expert knowledge/domain expertise to arrive at an 

estimate of probability of occurrence of TEP. The qualitative domain knowledge has 

vagueness, which can be incorporated in the fault tree analysis by assigning appropriate 

fuzzy sets to basic events. The assignment of fuzzy sets to basic events is somewhat 

subjective, but it definitely improves analysis in comparison to point estimates. With the 

help of fuzzy logic together with engineering reasoning, the occurrence of top event can be 

expressed in terms top event possibility. This is done with the help of defining a fuzzy 

number or an uncertainty number. 

2. Fuzzy Fault Tree Analysis 

Usually the basic event probability is dispersed with a variation around a central value. 

This can be expressed as a lower bound probability and an upper bound probability, i.e., 

the event might occur in this specified range bounded by lower and upper bounds. 

However, in engineering systems, a maintenance engineer has a certain amount of 

recorded data and experience, which can always be used to apply with reasoning to find 

Fig. 1: Taxonomy of Degradation, Condition Indicator Trends & Operating 

Contexts 
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out the most likely interval of occurrence of the event. This interval is named as ‘Interval 

of Confidence’. This level is presumed with varying level of certainty and called as 

‘Presumption Level’ [15].  FTA applications with fuzzy sets are not uncommon, but the 

approach discussed in this paper offers greater flexibility, ease, close to human thinking 

and perception [16-18]. 

To map the relation between the domain knowledge and failure scenario using a 

fuzzy set [19, 20], a presumption level can be defined as the level at which membership 

function of ‘Interval of Confidence’ becomes unity and it may be valid over a range of 

values. The level of presumption lies between 0 and 1 and can be represented through a 

appropriate membership function. Since the failure rate observed for well maintained 

motors (under effective PDM) is found to be very low, the trapezium membership function 

suits the failure pattern of the electric motors in the present study. It is also observed that 

most of the motors fail in the close bounded range of failure rate. This observation orients 

the maintenance expert (domain knowledge) to express interval of confidence for failure 

probability. The coupling between the level of presumption and interval of confidence at 

level will be a way defining the concept of an uncertain number or a fuzzy number. This 

association corresponds to the natural, often implicit, mechanism of human thinking in the 

subjective estimation of a value for a dimension. 
2.1 Fuzzy Arithmetic Operations 

In the fault tree analysis, top event is expressed as a logical combination of basic events. 

Therefore, to compute top event probability in terms of fuzzy basic event probabilities, the 

extension principle can be used [21]. But this involves extensive computation procedure. 

However, Tanaka et al., [22] have suggested an approximate procedure for multiplication 

and complementation operations of fuzzy numbers. In fact, almost any top event can be 

expressed using combination of only AND and OR-gates and the probabilities of basic 

events can be suitably used in arithmetic computation of TEP using multiplication and 

complementation operations. Using Tanaka operators, the multiplication and 

complementation of fuzzy numbers are as follows, 

Multiplication  

Px1*Px2 = {( ai1 aj1), (ai2 aj2),(bi2 bj2),(bi1 bj1)}             (1) 

Where, Px1 and Px2 are basic event fuzzy probabilities of events X1, and X2, and (ai1, ai1,), 

(bi1 bj1), respectively are lower and upper bounds of probabilities. In other words, (ai2, aj2) 

and (bi2 bj2) are boundary points of presumption level where membership grade is unity.  

Complementation   

Complementation of a fuzzy number is expressed as,  

Pxi   =  { (1-ai1), (1-ai2), (1-bi2), (1-bi1)}                 (2) 

Using the above two expressions, any top event fuzzy probability can be computed with a 

suitable logical combination of basic event fuzzy probabilities. The computation of TEP 

by the above approach can be called as Fuzzy Top Event Probability (FTEP) or Top Event 

Fuzzy Number. The following steps can be followed to obtain FTEP for any given fault 

tree using software packages like MINITAB
®
, MATLAB

®
 etc., and to generate pseudo 

random numbers and subsequent computational requirements.  

1. Generate a Membership Function (trapezium or any other) for each primary event 

with the help of Predictive Maintenance Data for arriving at Optimistic (lower 

bound) and Pessimistic upper bound) failure probabilities. 
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2. Traverse the Fault Tree bottom up for computing the intermediate results according 

to Tanaka operators at the various nodes. 

3. Finally, the trapezium, which corresponds to membership function of the top event, 

is generated. 

 

3. Case Study 

Since, the process plant can not afford to have breakdown of large motors, the motors are 

generally planned for schedule repairs. During a repair, either a minimal repair, like 

cleaning/drying of the winding or re-impregnation is taken up. All such events can be 

considered as failure events due to the unavailability of the motor and continue with the 

operation of which, without such activity, will lead to unwanted and untimely 

interruptions. 

A squirrel cage induction motor of 900 kW, 6.6kV, 1480 RPM, under use in a 

process plant, is considered to compute FTEP with the use of the predictive maintenance 

data. The motor is covered under periodical predictive monitoring program. Due to the 

size and capacity of motor, it is being considered as a system of four constituent sub 

systems viz., 1) Electro-magnetic System, 2) Power Transmission System, 3) Ventilation 

System, and 4) Support System. The basic events are so selected, that at least one 

condition monitoring parameter is applicable to monitor the occurrence of basic event. For 

example, the stator winding failure can be monitored with the help of insulation strength, 

winding resistance and its temperature. Over a period of usage or time, the winding health 

degrades, which is indicated by periodically monitored condition indicators. Each 

parameter is set to have an ‘ALERT’ and ‘ALARM’ levels, indicating the potential failure 

and near functional failure points. 

Each sub-system is evaluated using FTA, FMEA and HAZOP, and techniques to find 

out possible failure modes. It is observed that all major failure modes are reflected in each 

of this analysis. Thus, it confirms our belief that these failure modes are essential for 

performing reliability analysis and to ensure a failure free operation of a motor for a 

specified time under given operating context. Referring to FTA (Appendix-A) and 

HAZOP, FMEA (Appendix B), the basic failure events are indicated as, E1, P4, V3 and 

S5 (in parenthesis) against each failure cause, which represent failure cause codes for 

Electro-magnetic, Power transmission, Ventilation and Support Systems respectively. The 

failure mode/cause present in one analysis and not observed in other analysis is due to 

cause-effect relation of failure, which are covered by other failure causes.  A typical 

PDM data to arrive at lower and upper bound probabilities for basic events of Electro-

magnetic system is provided in Table 2. 

The Top Event probability of ‘Failure of Electro-magnetic Sub-system’ (Fig. A.1 

(Appendix-A) is computed using methodology presented in this paper. The Presumption 

Level with membership grade equals to unity can lie anywhere between the lower and 

upper bounds with a variable core, hence Random Interval of Confidence is generated 

using pseudo random number generator. There are 67 installed motors, in the integrated 

steel plant, considered for the case study and PDM activities are similar for all the motors. 

50 random interval confidence values have been generated. With each set of lower, upper 

bound probabilities and variable core, Fuzzy Top Event probability is computed. 50 such 

FTEPs are obtained and it is found, the top event probability is in the close range and 
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matches with the failure history of these motor for the last four years (2001 – 2005). It can 

be observed from the Table 3 that,  

FTEP:  a1
(µ)

 =   0.0092
( 0)

,   a2
(µ)

   = 0.016
(1)

,  b2
(µ)

   = 0.04
(1)

 , b1
(µ)

   = 0.061
(0)

 

Similarly, for all other sub-systems (Fig. A.2-A.4) the computations are performed 

and the results are presented in Table 3.  

Table 3: Fuzzy Top Event Probabilities for Large Electric Motor Sub-Systems 

Probability ( failures/year) 

Sub-System Lower 

bound 

Failure probability with 

µ = 1 

Upper 

Bound 

Electro-magnetic System 0.0092(0.01) 0.016 0.04 0.061 

Power Transmission System 0.0099(0.01) 0.025 0.052 0.059 

Ventilation  System 0.003 0.0042 0.0053 0.0067 

Support System 0.001( Rare event) 

The presumption level (µ) is considered as unity to express the domain expert’s 

confidence on failure probability. The spread of interval confidence is case specific and 

needs to be decided with engineering reasoning and by considering the operating context. 

From Table 3, it can be seen that as many as 9 motors (pessimistic level) can fail covering 

all failure modes and optimistically as low as 2.0 failures in a year, which shows the 

variability in the effectiveness of predictive monitoring program. To contain the level of 

failure to a lower level, the entire predictive maintenance program should be reviewed and 

frequency of monitoring, including the methods used for recoding/analyzing condition 

indicating parameters. More information can be obtained from literature [23, 24]. 

Table 2: Probability Bounds for Basic Failure Events of Electro-magnetic System 

Failure 

Probability 

Failures/year 

E
v

en
t 

N
o

. 

BFE
* 

PCI
* Instrument 

 Used 
FoM 

Alert 

level 

Alarm 

Level 

 Lower 

Bound 

Upper 

Bound 
1 Insulation 

Failure 

Insulation 

value 

Megger Monthly 1.5 MΩ 0.5 MΩ 0.00087 0.07 

2 Over vol./Ct Line 

Vol./Load 

Current(%) 

On-line Continuo

us. 

1.0/5.0 <1.0 

< 5.0  

0.00185 0.09 

3 Core Failure Hot Spot 

( °C) 

Thermal 

Camera 

Monthly 85.0  95.0  0.0002 0.002 

4 Lead failure Resistance Micro Ohm 

Meter 

Once in 

3months 

+/- 5.0 % +/- 

10.0% 

0.0083 0.05 

5 Conductor 

Open/Short 

Resistance Micro Ohm 

Meter 

Once in 

3months 

+/- 2.5 % +/- 5.0% 0.00031 0.0025 

6 Rotor Loose Vibration Vib. Analyser 15 days 4.2 

mm/sec 

7.1 

mm/sec 

0.001 0.0002 

7 Rotor Bar 

Break 

Load 

Current 

Rotor Bar 

Anlzr. 

Monthly < 40dB < 30dB 0.004 0.0008 

8 Rotor Bar 

Loose 

Shaft 

Vibration 

Vib. Analyser 15 days 70 µ 120 µ 0.0035 0.0005 

BFE: Basic Failure Event, PCI: Predominant Condition Indicator, FoM, Frequency of Monitoring 
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There were 21motor failures observed in the specified period. The failure times of 

these failures have been well fitted with both Lognormal and Weibull probability 

distributions.  The MTBF is found to be 87 months. To increase this MTBF, a review of 

PDM based on failure mode analysis and their failure probabilities is essential. Without 

considering the failure probabilities of the individual systems, it will be highly inconsistent 

to arrive at a equipment specific predictive maintenance program. 

3.1 RCM Requirements Review for Large Electric Motors 

The Interval of confidence obtained from top event fuzzy number can be used to analyze 

maintenance resource requirements of a given system. In this case study, individual motor 

sub-system fuzzy failure probabilities along with interval of confidence, can be used to 

arrive at Fuzzy Top event motor failure probability. Using this FTEP and its interval of 

confidence, one can estimate minimum and maximum expected motor failures for given 

type/size and operating context. Table 4 shows the summary of such review. 

Table 4: Expected Motors Failure and RCM Resource Requirements 

Maintenance Resources 

Bearings  Man days 
Motor 

Capacity 

Motors 

Installed 

Min. No. 

of 

failures 

Max. No 

of 

failures 

Target/

Year 
Min Max Min Max 

>200 

kW 

469 11 22 < 16.0 22 44 264 528 

200kW-

500kW 

67 1 3 <2 2 6 72 216 

> 500 

kW 

42 Nil 1.0 Zero  

failure 

-- 2 -- 100 

Total requirement of Man days 336 844 

The process plant maintenance engineer, instead of relying on either pure historical 

estimates or intuitive guess work for estimating total RCM resource requirements for a 

group of similar equipments, using the FTEP gives better feel of the situation to draw a 

better monetary budget plan and also spare part procurement/outsourcing demands.  

Predictive monitoring data can be integrated with maintenance planning using fuzzy 

approach, since this process integrates, data generated by degradation, maintenance 

history, expert opinion and process conditions. Authors feel, the approach shown can be 

fully developed on a customized way for a given process plant.   

4. Conclusion 

The strength of the Reliability Centered Maintenance implementation in a process plant 

mainly lies with the identification of most probable failure modes and selection of relevant 

condition monitoring techniques along with appropriate monitoring schedule. To support 

this approach, failure probabilities obtained using fuzzy fault tree methods is found to be 

very useful with limited/inaccurate predictive maintenance data. Here accuracy is not 

targeted, but approximate feasible solution to the maintenance problem can be addressed 

without much complexity with blend of domain expertise. Using the above methodology, 

PDM program of large electric motors is reviewed and additional condition monitoring 

techniques such as ultrasonic crack detection of bearing housings, low frequency vibration 

monitoring to detect incipient bearing failures and surge testing of stator windings are 

included. RCM program on critical equipments can be reviewed using this approach in any 

process plant under varying operating contexts for any kind of process equipment. 
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Fig. A.2: Fault Tree of Support Motor Sub-system 

Fig. A.1: Fault Tree of Electro-magnetic Sub-system 
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Fig. A.3: Fault tree of Power Transmission Sub-system 

Fig. A.4: Fault Tree of Ventilation Motor Sub-system 
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Appendix B 

Table B.1: HAZOP Worksheet for Large Squirrel Cage Induction Motor in a Process Industry 

Electro-Magnetic System 

Component Guide Word Deviation Possible Causes Consequences Action Required 

Stator Burn-out 

Over heating 
More Stator 

Current 
Winding Short 

Unbalance currents 

Winding Repair 

More Leakage 

Current 
Insulation damage 

Un-symmetrical  

currents 

Drying/Re 

Insulation 

Winding Short Early winding burn-

out 

Winding Repair 

Core Damage Reduced Efficiency Core Repair 

Reduced efficiency 

Reduced Torque 

Stator 

Winding 
More of 

More  Stator 

Temperature 
Unbalanced 

Winding 
Abnormal Noise 

Winding Repair 

 
Reverse 

Reverse  

magnetic field 

Reverse Phase 

Sequence 
Reverse Rotation 

Change Phase 

Sequence  

Rotor Bar break Stator  - Rotor Rub Motor Repair 

End Ring Break Fluctuating Torque Rotor Repair Rotor Less of Less Torque 

Non uniform air-gap More Slip Air-gap correction 

Power Transmission System 

Defective Bearing Bearing Seizure Bearing 

Replacement 

Less Lubrication Over heating Lubrication 

Improper Fitting Bearing failure 

More 

Temperature 

Shaft currents Early bearing failure 

Defective Bearing Bearing Seizure 

Bearing Mis-

alignment 

High Bearing Wear 

Bearing 

Replacement 

 

More Vibration 

Bearing element 

defect 

Early Bearing failure 

Loose Bearing Bearing Seizure 

Bearings More of 

More sound 
Excessive Clearance Early bearing failure 

Bearing 

Replacement 

 

Bearing Housing 

Loose 

Bearing Failure 

Loose Anchoring Excess Vibrations 

Bearing 

Housing 
More of 

More of 

Vibration 

 Increased Stress  

Refitting of 

Housing 

Shaft Jammed Bearing Seizure 

Shaft Sheared Material Defect Shaft No No Rotation 

Stator – Rotor Rub Motor Damage 

Motor Overhaul 

Ventilation System 

Tube failure Reduced Heat Removal 

Excessive pressure Tube rupture 

Water tube 

repair Water tubes More of 
More Water 

Leak 
Gasket Leak Electric Short Seal Repair 

Damaged Blades Over heating of motor 
Internal Fan No No air flow 

Reverse Direction Over heating of motor 

Damaged Blades External 

Fan 
No No air flow 

Reverse Direction 
Over heating of motor 

Fan Repair/ 

Replacement 

Support System 

Cracked Frame Excessive Vibration 
Less of Less of Rigidity 

Corroded Frame   

Base Frame 

Repair Base Frame 

More of More vibrations Loose anchoring Dis location/Misalignment Re-Anchoring 

Loose structure Misalignment Steel 

Support 
Not 

Not able to offer 

damping Deformed structure Swing 

Structural 

Repair 

Degraded concrete Unstable vibrations 

Cracks Excessive vibration 
Concrete 

Foundation 
Not 

Not able to 

absorb vibration 
Sinking Mis-alignment, etc 

Re-grouting/ 

level 

correction 
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Table B.2: Failure Mode and Effect Analysis of Motor Electro-Magnetic System 

Component Function  Failure 

Mode 

 Effects on the 

System 

Possible Cause of 

Failure(Internal) 

• Open circuit (E1) No Flux 

Generation 

No Electromagnetic 

Induction • Winding Burnt(short) (E2) Stator 

winding(1) 

Generate Rotating 

Magnetic Flux in 

the air gap 
Magnetic 

Hum. 

Less/No Mechanical 

output. 
• Unbalanced Winding (E5) 

No Flux  
No Electromagnetic 

Induction 
• Core Burnt (E4) 

Stator 

Core(2) 

Path for Magnetic 

Flux 
Excess Heat 

Winding Damage • Partial Damage of lamination 

insulation. (E3) 

No Torque No mechanical output • Rotor Bars open (E7) 

Less Torque Fails to Drive • Few rotor bars open. (E8) Rotor 

Winding(3) 

Generate Torque 

by 

Electromagnetic 

Induction Hunting 
Fails to maintain 

torque 
• Un even air gap (E9) 

Table B.3: Failure Mode and Effect Analysis of Motor Power Transmission System 

Component Function  Failure Mode  Effects on the System Possible Cause of 

Failure(Internal) 

Rotor Jammed(No Air gap) 

(P8) 

Bearings Failed (P1) 
Rotor 

Transmit 

mechanical 

Torque 

Fails to Rotate No Mechanical Output  

Shaft Sheared (P9) 

High 

Temperature. 

Lubricant damage. 

High bearing wear. 

 

Excessive load.  

High Bearing clearance. 

(P1) 

Poor lubrication. (P2) 

Poor heat recovery. (P2) 

Bearing 

Provides 

friction less 

support for 

rotation of 

rotor Bearing 

Seizure. 

More load current. 

Shaft/Housing Damage. 

Winding Damage. 

Coupling Damage. 

Secondary damage to 

connected components. 

No lubricant. (P2) 

Defective Bearing. (P1) 

Shaft Current. (P4) 

Dislocation. (P3) 

Fatigue failure. (P1) 

 

Bearing 

Housing 

Offers stable 

support for 

rotor with 

bearings 

High Vibration Bearing Damage. 

Increased stress on rotating 

parts. 

 

 

Looseness. (P3) 

Crack in the housing. (P3) 

Wear out. (P1) 

Mis-alignment. (P5) 

Eccentricity. (P5) 

Table B.4: Failure Mode and Effect Analysis of Motor Support System 

Component Function  Failure 

Mode 

 Effects on the 

System 

Possible Cause of 

Failure(Internal) 
Bearing 

Housing 

Support 

Provides support 

to rotor, bearings 

and offers 

damping. 

High pedestal 

vibration 

High dynamic stress 

on the components. 
• Loose support. (S3) 

• Structural dis-integrity. (S5) 

• Weak anchoring. (S3) 

• Mechanical damage. (S2) 

Foundation 

Frame 

Rigid Base 

support for Static 

and Dynamic 

loads 

High floor 

vibration 

High dynamic stress 

on the components 
• Corroded frame. (S2) 

• Loose concrete. (S6) 

• Cracks (S1) 

• Uneven loading. (S5) 

• Skewed frame. (S5) 

Foundation 

Support 

Rigid support to 

entire motor 

High vibrations High dynamic stress 

on the components 
• Degraded concrete. (S6) 

• Cracks. (S1) 

• Ageing.  (S7) 
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Table B.5: Failure Mode and Effect Analysis of Motor Ventilation System 

Component Function  Failure 

Mode 

 Effects on the 

System 

Possible Cause of Failure(Internal) 

Rotor Fan 

Circulation of Air 

in the Air gap, 

Stator/Rotor air 

ducts. 

No Motor 

Cooling 

Insulation Damage. 

Fast Degradation of 

winding and 

components. 

• Fan loose on the shaft. (V5) 

• Suction/Discharge guides 

dislocation. (V6) 

• Low motor speed. (V8) 

• Rotational Direction Change. (V6) 

External Fan 

Circulation  of 

Cool air in the heat 

exchanger 

No motor 

cooling 

Insulation damage. 

Fast Degradation of 

Winding and 

Components. 

• No suction. (V8) 

• Air passages chocked. (V4) 

• Fan loose on shaft. (V4) 

• Leakage. (V3) 

• Low motor speed. (V5) 

• Damaged fan. (V5) 

• Rotational direction change. V6) 

Heat 

Exchanger 

including 

water lines 

Cooing of hot  air 
No motor 

Cooling  

Insulation damage. 

Fast degradation of 

Winding and 

components. 

• No water. (V4) 

• Less water. (V4) 

• In adequate coolant pressure. (V4) 

• Tubes chocked. (V1) 

• Over load(Mechanical). 

Motor Casing 

Provides closed 

path for air 

circulation 

No motor 

cooling 

Insulation damage. 

Fast degradation of 

winding and 

components. 

• Leakage. (V3) 

• Improper fixing. (V5) 

• Covers partial open. (V3) 
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